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About This Game

JOLT is a fast paced, racing party game. The game at its core is a competitive platformer that’s all about maintaining
momentum with skilful navigation. The players compete to be the last robot standing. Using a charged burst of speed called the

JOLT, and an array of different objects in the environment; your goal is to outperform or outright sabotage the other racers.
Eliminated players are down but not out through the use of the VOID, a random Sabotage Power-Up that allows players to

initiate revenge and change the outcome of the race!
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 JOLT – A charged burst of speed that can effect certain objects

 VOID – Sabotage Power-Ups from post-elimination

 Local Multiplayer racing, up to FOUR players

 Chaotic, fast paced rounds

 Skill and Timing based gameplay

 Multiple Tracks

 Multiple Game Modes

 Create your own Robot

The JOLT is a player's primary utility to winning the race. It has 3 stages of charge, each one taking longer to store but each
allowing you to shoot considerably further. If the player can time its use correctly; they can use it just before a curve to shoot up

a wall or JOLT through an obstacle. Many short cuts in the levels are JOLT dependant.

Once eliminated, a player has the opportunity to execute the VOID. After punching in the correct sequence, the VOID player is
gifted a random Power-Up to inflict mass-disruption to the existing racers.

The game features multiple Game Modes; Racer is the standard and most game modes are based off this, such as Light Mode
(where the level is dark and the leading player has a light attached to them).
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Title: JOLT: Super Robot Racer
Genre: Action, Racing, Early Access
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Cooply Solutions
Publisher:
Cooply Solutions
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2016
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Very diferent style stragtegy game, what it lacks in graphics it makes up BIG time in gameplay. Build up your army of
Multiwinians and attack in multiple game modes from complete domination to assaulting enemy bases and taking over. Game
modes include Domination, Capture the flag, Rocket Race, King of the Hill, Assault and many more. Well worth your money,
replay value is high.. I wouldn't bother with this title.

First off, it's abandonware. The dev moved on to 'Void Destroyer 2' without even completing the features of this title or making
the thing stable. That bodes poorly for their products in general.

Plus, it has a control scheme that isn't very well thought out.

Go look at Void Destroyer 2, but use caution and do research before trusting.. RFIII is fun and right amount of challenging. I
played earlier version for over 50 hours on Kongregate, and bought this version as soon as it was available. From what I can tell,
steam version plays smoother, there is an extra class (dualist), races, and new items in the game. The randomness of the
dungeons and the selection of classes is what keeps me coming back. Well worth the $5. Great game. I look forward to more
upgrades from the developer.. Be aware that this game is abandoned. Installs dodgy software onto your computer and the DLC
does not work with it. Multiplayer has been shut down.

It comes from developers Gaijin who make war thunder, its an old game, I think the problems originate before they made war
thunder when they had this yuplay software and store system.

The game could be so much more than what it has been left as. This could be the greatest arcade flying game, with the ability to
breach into simulation mode, it has good cut scenes and the modelling is good, physics are good. The user interface is okay.
However...

The campaign modes are broken the missions can be buggy.

yuplay is dodgy software flagged as malicious and is broken software installed by force with Wings of Prey. BIG NO. lots of
problems regarding this. No ability to log on. Multiplayer has been completely disabled meaning achievements cannot be
completed.

Have tried everything contacting Steam support, Gaijin support. I cannot get the DLC to work with the game yet its still being
sold on the store... they tried to get me to turn off anti virus, turn off firewalls and other suspicious activity when this is clearly
not the problem. Very odd requests from their support.

I would definitely say avoid this title at all costs until something is done about it.

I have warned you.

This could have been one of the greatest single player flying games on Steam but has been neglected.. Very catchy game!. I was
confused and appalled 70% of the time whilst playing this game. 15% of the time I was excited when I learned that I could
bombie on top of everything, and the other 15% of the time I was angry because I had to cop the tip(s). Definitely not worth 10
bucks, would rather play Bob was Hungry (Chief was Hungry). Interesting story, 5\/10, P's get degrees. it was really cool and
scary , Big Thumbs up. Technical issues prevent the menu for this game working properly on a 4K/Windows 10 system. This
game is not compatible with modern PCs.

Overscan issues caused by DPI scaling prevent the mouse from reaching all parts of the menu. A basic bit of testing, which the
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developer obviously didn't do, would have shown this.

Because the menu cannot be used on a modern PC, the game is unplayable.. A Wonderful Story,No lies at all. Those Tactics,The
FPS, Every Chapter/Mission Is Interesting which won't get your Bored Quickly. Every Brothers In Arms' Games,Bring Tears to
My eyes,By Music or the Dialogues. I suggest You to Buy the Complete series at once. Play This series,From The RTH30 To
Hell's Highway. I request Ubisoft/GearBox Studios to make the Sequel.
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Short sequel to the original game. Basically, the older catgirl sister is trying to help Haruki become a better ninja master... but
she finds herself falling for him as hard as her sisters did.... Nice and long escape room with non-traditional puzzles and no
jumpscares. Length is 40-60 min. Recommended!. Funny game, I really like playing it with my friends.. If you are that kind of
person who loves asian ghosts and horror movies such as The Grudge and The Ring this game would be perfect for you. It's
really nice that on the first hand is a visual novel with characters that doesn't speak and on the second hand that you got
decisions to make.
The game has 6 endings and so far I only did 3. One of them was really sick and my subs was freaked out of it. So it was worth
it for me.. One of my favorite games of all time! PTO2 for the SNES. I♥♥♥♥♥♥myself with happiness when I found this
modern day "clone" and bought it asap.

All the gameplay systems are laid out and there wonderful, just what I wanted from this game. 10/10

But making it all work is the real killer for this game. Somehow they completely FAILED to bug check this and that infuriates
me! It has EVERYTHING that I want, but it just doesn't work!

5 hours of pain because this game has everything that I want.

Edit: 1/28/2017
Just re-installed to give it another chance. Crashed starting a new game. Quickly deleted once again. It didn't even have the
dignity to crash all the way, still had the game music playing. Was forced to CTL ALT DEL and find it in the background
programs to stop it.. If you like rogue-like turn based games, this one is it. For the price you can't go wrong, there's a few
different classes to play as, and it's a pretty good game. I had this on my wishlist but one of my friends bought it for me. If I
paid, I would have got my bucks worth. Give it a try, you have nothing to lose.

Check my curator page for more game reviews
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/27040334/. For a $5 game, the production value is awesome. After Steam has taken its
cut, the game's developers only get peanuts: it is obviously a labor of love. Why not spend $5 to encourage them?

I played it once, and was killed very early on. I made the choices that I felt compatible with my RL personality. I did not try to
guess what could be the best choices to prolong the story.

My concern is that I wonder if the program expects us to make certain specific choices in order to prolong the game, even if
those choices are purely artificial. That might be the game's fatal flaw: if you do not select the correct options, you cannot
progress very far in the story. If such is the case, it means that the program is more linear than a flexible, diversified multi-path
story.

For $5, I enjoyed it ... but I am skeptical about its linear-story programming. I might replay it, but I have too quickly lost
interest. But for a mere $5, it is certainly worth a try.
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